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V 
I  N  T  R  0  D  U C T I O  N  
A complaint frequently voiced by members of The Anaconda 
Company*3 management is, "There is too much paper." With this in mind, 
several individuals have endeavored to eliminate xinneeded reports. In 
1947, members of the internal auditing staff set out to eliminate 
unnecessary reports, and several were eliminated. In 1961, Ted Barry 
and Associates, a consulting firm from Las Vegas, conducted a study; 
and they also succeeded in eliminating several reports. Other reports 
have been eliminated from time to time by using what might be called 
the "wait and see method." That is, many managers and clerks have 
attempted to eliminate reports by simply not preparing the ones they 
suspected to be unneeded. Then they would wait and see if any of the 
recipients asked for the report. If none of the recipients inquired 
about the report, it was permanently discontinued. 
Despite previous efforts to eliminate reports, 361 reports are 
currently prepared by the departments, mines, plants, and subsidiaries 
which are included in this study. Although the primary purpose of 
previous attempts was the elimination of reports, the objectives of 
this study are to: (l) eliminate unnecessary reports and forms, (2) 
eliminate unnecessary copies of reports and forms, (3) consolidate 
reports wherever such action is justifiable, and (4) improve the con­
tent of reports so that the management of The Anaconda Company can 
manage more effectively. 
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S C O P E  
Included in this study are the reports prepared on a regular 
basis (daily, weekly, monthly, etc.) by all mines, plants and de­
partments of The Anaconda Company that are located at Butte, Montana, 
and the follov/ing Anaconda Company subsidiaries: Butte, Anaconda & 
Pacific Railway Company, Butte Water Company, Kenwood Realty Company, 
and Montana Hardware Company. This study does not include reports 
sent only to the New York office, cost sheets, and routine reports 
and forms such as time cards and supply requisitions. 
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METHOD OF COMPILING THE STUDY 
The data for the study was initially obtained by questionnaires 
mailed to the plants, mines, departments, and subsidiaries included in 
the scope of the study. The first questionnaire (QP) was for use by 
individuals vrfio prepare reports, and the second questionnaire (QR) was 
for use by the recipients of these reports. Included with each 
questionnaire package was a letter of instructions which was signed by 
the Division Comptroller, Mr. W. R. Gibson. Both questionnaires were 
designed so the individuals completing them would, themselves, evaluate 
the reports they prepare and/or receive. (See Appendix I). 
My original plan was to match the questionnaires from the 
recipients of reports with the corresponding questionnaires from the 
individuals who prepare the reports. I did not plan to contact any of 
the individuals who received the questionnaires, except when the 
recipients indicated that a report was either unnecessary, or could be 
improved; or when, in my opinion, a report could be eliminated or 
improved. However, it became evident that the persons completing the 
questionnaires did not include all of the reports which they prepared 
and/or received. Many reports were listed as received, but I did not 
receive the corresponding questionnaires from the departments preparing 
the reports. Also, many reports were listed as prepared, but I did not 
receive the corresponding questionnaires from all, and in several cases, 
none from the recipients of the particular reports. All detected 
omissions have been corrected, and I am reasonably certain that at least 
95^ of all reports as defined by the scope are included in this study. 
The omissions necessitated many phone calls and meetings with the 
individuals concerned. However, it is my opinion that carelessness was 
not the major cause for the omissions. The study was conducted during 
the summer months when many of the individuals who receive and prepare 
reports were on vacation. When salaried personnel are on vacation, 
their work load must be absorbed by other members of the office staff. 
Unfortunately, this study was an extra burden on those individuals who 
were already heavily burdened with extra work. 
To illustrate the procedure followed in classifying and presenting 
the pertinent data obtained from the questionnaires, the reports pre­
pared by the Bureau of Safety are listed in Appendix II. The reader 
will note that corresponding to each report title is a short description 
of the data contained in the report, the number of report copies pre­
pared, the frequency of preparation, the names of the individuals who 
receive the report, and each recipient's statement as to whether or 
not the report copy he receives is necessary. The purpose of this 
classification is to present the reports each department prepares, 
indicating their frequency and the number of copies distributed to 
show the report copies eliminated as a result of this study. 
Subsequent to listing the reports prepared per department, mine, 
plant, and subsidiary, the data was reclassified as to recipient. 
Following the reports prepared by the Bureau of Safety (see Appendix 
III) are the reports received by the Assistant Superintendent of 
Mines, Mr. J. Suttie. The reader will note that all reports listed 
as prepared by the Bureau of Safety and sent to Mr. Suttie are 
listed consecutively from number twenty-seven (27) through thirty-
nine (39). The purpose of this classification is to show which 
reports and how many reports each manager receives. 
The reader should carefully examine the example classifications 
(Bureau of Safety and Mine Management office - J. Suttie) because 
the statistics contained in the tables and graphs appearing in other 
sections of this paper originate from these classifications (including 
all departments, mines, plants, subsidiaries, and managers). 
Note 1: Almost one-htmdrod (lOO) pages were required to list 
the rapoirts received per manager, and more than one-
hundred fifty (150) pages were required to list the 
reports prepared by each department. Because the 
detailed breakdown would mean little to anyone who 
does not hold a management position within The 
Anaconda Company - Montana Operations; and because 
inclusion of this detail would immensely increase 
the length of this paper, only examples (Bureau of 
Safety and Mine Management - J Suttie) are included 
in this paper. 
Note 2: The Y Q on the example classification sheets means 
Yes Qualified. A manager who is the recipient of a 
report that is prepared weekly may only desire the 
report on a monthly basis. His answer would be "Yes", 
but qualified—only on a monthly basis. Another re­
cipient may only need the stimmary figures contained 
on the last page of the report. His answer would be 
Y Q — Yes, but only the summary figures. 
Note 31 To avoid cumbersome repetition, the term "department(s)" 
will hereafter be synonymous with departments, mines, 
plants, and subsidiaries that are within the scope of 
this study. 
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DIVERSE REPORTS 
I define a diverse report to be a report having a distinctive 
title, and all reports with that title are counted as one report, no 
matter what their frequency. The first and second colxums of Table 1 
contain respectively the number of diverse reports prepared by each 
department prior to this study, and the number of diverse reports 
eliminated per department during the course of this study. Seven­
teen diverse reports were eliminated, decreasing the total number from 
361 to 344» a reduction of 4.71 per cent. Three diverse reports (0.83 
per cent) will be prepared less frequently than they are presently 
being prepared. Twenty-two diverse reports (6.09 per cent) have been 
improved, and an additional 22 diverse reports may be improved subject 
to approval by top management. 
Table lA (below) which lists the niimber of departments preparing 
diverse reports illustrates that 25 to 32 departments (78.125 per 
cent) each prepare less than 16 diverse reports, and 22 departments 
TABLE lA 
Number of Diverse Number of 
Reports Prepared Departments Per Cent 
Under 5 9 28.125 
5 to 10 13 40.625 
11 to 15 3 9.375 
16 to 20 2 6.250 
21 to 25 1 3.125 
26 to 30 1 3.125 
31 to 35 2 6.250 
36 to 40 1 3.12? 
100.000 
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PerartiBent 
Diverse Tjrpeo 
of Reports 
Pre oared 
Diverse 
RcjXJrta 
Elininnted 
I Accounting Office - Montana 
-O Operatinns W 1 
' Accounting Office - I'^ntana 
Operations (Metallurgi­
cal) 37 2 
Pensions and Grou; Life 3 0 
General Office Accounting 
Da; ̂ ^t^.e^t 8 0 
accounting Research, Sys­
tems and -auditing Dept. 8 0 
Berkeley Pit Mining 5 1 
Berkeley Pit Garage 10 0 
Bureau of Safety 19 1 
Butte, •Vnacrr.da & Pacific 
Railway 31 3 
Butte Vein Mines 27 1 
Butte Water Company 15 1 
Central Engineer 15 1 
Plant Engineeririg 32 1 
Weed Concentrator 8 0 
Table 1 
DIVEBSE REPORTS 
Diverse Reports 
on which 
Frequency cf 
Preparation 
is Decreased 
Diverse 
Reports 
iTnoroved 
Diverse Reporto 
for which 
Improvement is 
Recorraended 
Diverse Report 
Copies Eliminated 
per Request 
of Reciments 
Total 
Copies 
Eliminated 
cer Month 
45 40 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
20 
2 
9 
5 
7 
3 
146 
20 
2 
10 
9 
38.53 
8.60 
99 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
12 
4 
10 
3 
14 
26.33 
13 
7.16 
2.08 
36 
155 
Diverse lypes 
of Reports 
Derartment Prepared 
Diverse 
Reports 
Elininated 
Geological Department 8 1 
Geological Department (Re-
I search) 1 0 
® Geological Department (Sam­
pling) 9 0 
Geological Department 
(Kelley Assay) 7 0 
Kelley Pumping Station 0 
Kenwood Realty Company 9 0 
Land, Leases 4 Rentals 
Department 2 0 
Kine Management Office 8 0 
KiTiing Engineering Dept. lA 0 
Montana Hardware Company 25 3 
Personnel Department 3 0 
Personnel Dept. (Claims) 1 0 
Personnel Dept. (Employ­
ment) 3 0 
Personnel Dept. (Salary 
and Health) 4 0 
Precipitating Plant 6 0 
Table 1 (Continued) 
Diverea Reports 
on which 
Frequency of 
Preparation 
is Decreased 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
Diverse Reports 
Diveros for vt^iich 
Reports Improvement is 
Imnroved Recomended 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
Diverse Report 
Copies Eliminated 
per Reouest 
of Recipients 
5 
0 
2 
2 
0 
2 
Total 
Copies 
Eliminated 
ter Month 
17 
0 
8 
61 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
u 
3 
9 
0 
1 
s 
u 
1 
0 
68 
6 
7.16 
0 
.08 
157 
4 
1 
Department 
Diverse Typee 
of Reports 
Prerared 
Diverse 
Reports 
Elijninated 
Purchasing Department 6 1 
S«curity Departnent U 0 
Butte-Anaconda Warohouso 10 0 
Totals 361 17 
k.n% 
Table 1 (Continued) 
Diverse Reports 
on which 
Frequency of Diverse 
Preparation Reports 
is Decreased Improved 
0 2 
0 0 
0 1 
3 22 
.&3% 6.09;? 
Diverse Reports 
for which 
Improvement is 
Recommended 
Diverse Report 
Copies Eliminated 
per Request 
of Recipients 
Total 
Copies 
Eliminated 
per Month 
1 26 25.25 
0 0 0 
.16 
22 360 835.40 
6.09^ 
in this group each prepare leas than ten diverse reports. The 
preceding data lead one to believe that the number of reports prepared 
for management is small. Figure 1 (next page), a histogram represent­
ing the data contained in the first and second columns of Table 1, 
also suggests that each department is relatively free from report 
preparation. Such a conclusion is erronious. We must also consider 
how frequently a report is prepared, the number of copies prepared, 
and the time management spends analyzing the report. Each of the 
above factors will be analyzed in a subsequent section of this study. 
The last two columns in Table 1 are provided as a preview of the 
sections which follow. The sixth coliamn illustrates how many copies 
will be eliminated following this study if the diverse reports (and 
necessary copies) are prepared just once. The last column, total 
copies eliminated per month is self-explanatory; but the reader will 
note that in ten of the 32 departments (37.5 per cent) the number of 
report copies eliminated as a result of this study exceeds the number 
of diverse reports prepared by the respective departments prior to 
this study. 
As a result of this study, 22 diverse reports have been improved. 
I have recommended to top management improvement of an additional 22 
reports (see Table 2). Because the content and titles of these reports 
are tinique to The Anaconda Company, only examples of the improvements 
and recommendations are included in this paper. (See pages following 
Figure l). 
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Figure 1 
HUMBER DIVEBSE REPORTS PHEP.VRED PER DEPARTMENT 
St 
NUMBER DIVERSE REPORTS ELIMINATED PER DEPARTMENT 
Accountixig Office-Kontana 
Operations 
Accounting Office-Montana 
Operations ({Metallurgical) 
Pensions and Group Life 
General Office Accounting 
Departxent 
Accounting Research, Systems, 
& Auditing Departir.ent 
Berkeley Pit Mining 
Berkeley Pit Garage 
Bureau of Safety 
Butte, Anaconda, & Pacific 
P.ailw3y Company 
Butte Vein Mines 
Butte Water Company 
Central Engineering 
Plant Engineering 
Weed Concentrator 
18 
35 
10 
18 
23 
26 
14 
31 
19 5.26^ 
.00^ 
Jd 
8 .00^ 
8 .00% 
20.00% 
10 .CO^ 
19 5.26^ 
s 27 
S 
B 
6,61% 
6.61% 
.00% 
n 
3.70% 
37 5. 
9.6S% 
32 3.13$ 
ID 15 
—I Diverse reports prepared 
. J prior to study. 
20 25 30 
Diverse reports eliminated 
35 40 
^ Percent 
as a result of this study. —Eliminated 
Figure 1 (Continued) 
Geological Department 
I 
Geological Department 
(Research) 
Geological Department 
(Sair.pling) 
Geological Department 
(Kelley Assay) 
Kelley Pumping Station 
Kenwood Realty Company 
Land, Leases, and Rentals 
Department 
Kine Management Office 
Mining Engineering Departm.ent 
Montana Hardware Company 
7 
8 
14 
22 
8 12.5^ 
.00^ 
.00^ 
7 .00̂  
.00% 
.00% 
il 2 ,00^ 
8 .00? 
14 
10 15 
.00^ 
20 
25 12.00̂  
25 30 35 40 
Figure } (Continued) 
Personnel Department 
personnel Department-
ClaiBS Department 
Personnel Departir.ent-
Bnployment Office 
•Personnel Department-
Salary and Health 
Precipitating Plant 
Purchasing Department 
Security Department 
Butte-Anaconda V/arehouae 
3 .0055 
T] 1 ,00^ 
3 .00̂  
4 .00̂  
10 
6 .00% 
6 16.6756 
4 .00% 
10 
10 
.00^ 
1 1 1 1 I ' 
15 20 25 3 0 35 40 
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT - MONTANA OPERATIONS; 
1. Occupation Report (Weekly) 
The breakdown of men off shift is not utilized. Therefore 
with management's approval, one column, men off, will replace 
the following off shift columns: Boss, Regular, Helper, and 
Trainee Apprentice. In replacement of the columns just mentioned, 
the number of men that have been budgeted to each occupation at 
each location will be listed as well as the difference between 
budget and actual. This improvement will enable management to 
quickly note deviations from budgeted amounts and to immediately 
take corrective action. 
WEEKLY ^TATtJt;':r^T SHa.'.lNG Nai-13ri< OF ?V\R;[ZRS mPLOYhD IN l-JNha Af].) SH0P3 
! ON 3HIFT 1 QCCUPATI0N5 OFF Sill FT 
Fore-
tnan B033 Hlpr. 
Trainee 
Appr.i STlii'XV.'ORMERS BO30 Ref;. 
ITrainee 
1 Appr. Total_ 
1 _ 
j -
1 J'iinera - Day's Pay Contract 
1  1 — — -  T ' v . - ;  
WESKI.Y STATFrLENT S'fia.'IfC NU>-iBKR OF WAGS £AR.\'£P^ EI-tPLOYHD IN COMCB^TRATOR 
TION' WE'£D C0NC&T:-<^.TCR DATE 
— ocrcuygiiut^o 
TRAINEE OFF 
REE. 
t 
H3.,P. APP. 3TEEI>.'0RKiRS CODE BUDGET DIFF. TOTAL 
Foreman 291 1 Laborers Forerran 288 
Pav].oad«!r Onerator 327 1 
Mr. Ed Morris, of the Programming and System Analysis Depa.rt— 
ment, states that the program can be revised to eliminate prepara~ 
tion by hand. This would save approximately 12 to 15 hours per 
month of hand preparation. 
Payroll Statistics (Monthly) 
This report will no longer be prepared, hov/ever, the infoi"— 
mation will be transmitted by telephone. Uie inforiuation is needed 
as soon as possible. Thus, the data will be in the hands of those 
people who use the data one day earlier. In addition, the typing 
and the paper will be eliminated, 
3* Ifriderground Surface Shifts Report (Monthly) 
At the present time this report is prepared in its entirety. In 
the future a form report will be prepared so that only the nujnerical 
data will be entered on the report. This will result in a savings of 
approximately 15 minutes of clerk time per month. 
BUREAU OF SAFETY 
The Bureau of Safety and the Claims department exist because on-
the-job injuries occTir, The Bureau of Safety provides a monthly 
classification of injuries as to cause; and calculates injury frequency 
and severity rates. Correspondingly, the Claim Department processes 
claims arising from on-the-job injuries and reports the costs and 
estimated liability arising from these injuries. IMtil recently, these 
departments have not attempted to consolidate their data into meaning-
f\il management reports. Currently both departments are working jointly 
to design a meaningful computerized report which will relate injury 
costs to injuries. 
In the past management has had to rely on injury frequency rates 
for estimating on-the-job injury costs and for evaluating the safety 
factor in the performance of assistant foremen, shift bosses, and shop 
supervisors. However, the computer's sorting and memory storage 
capabilities can be utilized to replace statistics (injury frequency 
rates) with injury costs. I recommend that the Injury Ratings reports 
prepared by the Bureau of Safety be replaced by Injury Cost Reports. 
Injury Cost Reports wi3JL provide direct evaluation of a man*s perform­
ance with respect to safety, and will be effective management reports 
if they contain the following data: The names of the assistant fore­
men, shift bosses, or shop supervisors (whichever applies); and 
corresponding to the names, the shift worked during the month, injury 
costs charged during the month, average injury cost per shift for the 
month, costs charged to date this year, and the average injury cost 
per shift this year. Then foremen, shift bosses, and shop super­
visors can be ranked by a common and accurate denominator - injury 
costs per shift. 
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FTJ^MT RNr,TWKKBTMrr 
Cement Plant Report (Annually) 
In my opinion this report does not contain relevent management 
information. The report lists the cubic yards of concrete and gunnite 
poured at each Butte location this year and the cubic yards poured at 
each location since 1948. I recommend that the To-date totals (1948 to 
1969) be discontinued. In my opinion, the report should contain the 
following data: 
1. Yards of concrete and/or gunnite poured at each location during 
the year. 
2. The coat per cubic yard of concrete and gunnite for each of the 
past five years (excluding plant depreciation.) 
3. The bid price as stated by an outside contractor for comparable 
material. The outside contractor's price per cubic yard should not be 
the cost to an individual home owner, but a contract price for one year's 
expected use - for example, 1,500 cubic yards of concrete. 
BUTTE VEIN MINES 
Overtime Analysis Report (Weekly) 
As a result of this study, a form repojrt will be used so that 
only numerical data need be entered on the report. The time re­
quired to prepare this report will decrease by approximately two 
hours per month at each vein mine. 
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PURCHASING DEPARmENT; 
1, Cgg-parative Statement of Supplies (Monthly) 
As a restilt of this study, a revised report has been prepared 
for approval by management. Segments of both the present and the 
revised reports are shown belov/. Ihe revised report replaces the 
December 196? inventory figures with the previous month's inventory 
figures. Thus, management will be able to evaluate monthly fluctua­
tions as well as the change since December of the previous year. 
Prior to this study the report was prepared on 12 x UV paper, 
but in the future the report will be prepared on 8^ x 11 paper. 
Also, a graphic report is being prepared in anticipation of re­
placing the numerical report with year—to-date graphs. 
THE ANACONDA COMPANY 
BUTTE. MONTANA 59701 
MONTH OF -—1969 
BALANCES END OF MONTH tNCREASES OR (DECREASES) 
(PREVIOUS) (CURRENT) DEC 31, PREVIOUS 
IWa MONTH MONTH 1968 MONTH 
ACOHDA. MONTANA 
Cost Inventory $ 1,027,402 
THE AWACOCfDA COMPANY 
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT BUTTE, HONTANA 
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF SUPPLIES 
D^c«(nb«r 31, 
ANACONDA, MONTANA 
—urrtTr xtfrr tattc n t o ry 
D<»<?«fnher 31, 
1 QftP 
IrtcreeRd oc Incr^»B« or 
(Docreose) 
^&PTB®KH JO since slrtc# 
l?6y Dec 31,  1967 Dnc^ 31^ 1966 
$ L,284,83fl $ 1,027,402 
2. Business Transactions by Surplus Equipment Department (Monthly) 
In the past, this report contained a transmittal letter ad­
dressed to Mr. Fi'ed Tong, Western General Purchasing Agent. However, 
in the fut"ure this transmittal letter will be eliminated. This will 
eliminate 10 to 15 minutes of typing time per month. 
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GEOLCGICAL DEPARTT-JENT: 
1, Status of Development in Butte Mines: 
ThiB report is outdated. It lists 18 individual mines of 
which only two are presently operating. Furthermore, the report 
contains three sections: copper, zinc, and manganese. The zinc 
and manganese sections are not presently applicable, I recommend 
that the report be eliminated and the information transferred to 
the Berkeley Pit Chum Drill Development Report. In this manner, 
the report will be eliminated, but the information will be re­
tained , 
1, Width Overbreak in Stopes (Weekly) 
2*. Grade Ccmparison Sheet (Weekly) 
The individuals receiving these reports have 
indicated they contain useful information, but not 
information that is needed on a weekly basis, I 
recommend that this report be prepared on a monthly 
basis, in the future. 
2, Butte District Report (As Needed) 
Mr, C, C» Goddard, Chief Geologist — Montana Operations, pre­
pares this report and sends a copy to Mir. Hannifan, Mr, Hannifan 
has informed me that he does not require it, because the data which 
he needs is in the Geological Department's I-!anagers' Meeting Report. 
As both the Butte District Report and the Manager's Meeting Report 
are prepared by Mr, Goddard, I recommend elimination of the Butte 
District Report, 
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REPORTS PREPARED 
The previous section dealt only with diverse reports. This section 
presents a classification of diverse reports as to use, and lists the 
number of copies each department prepares from diverse reports. So the 
data contained in Table 2 (see the following two pages) will not be 
misleading, the following definitions are provided: 
1. Diverse Management Reports—not Accounting or GSovemment; 
Reports used exclusively for decision making. This does not 
mean the data is not of an accounting nature, but only that 
data is not entered from the report to a book of original 
entry or sent to a government agency. 
2. Diverse Reports Prepared for Consolidated Accounting and/or 
Government Reporting: Reports which are not used by manage­
ment for decision making purposes, but containing data 
necessary to maintain accounting records in accordance with 
the New York Account Classification Manual and/or required 
by a government agency. 
3. Accounting or Government Reports Used by Management: 
Reports used by management for decision making purposes, but 
also containing data to be entered in a book of original 
entry and/or sent to a government agency. 
4. Total Copies Prepared: The number of report copies that would 
be distributed if each diverse report were prepared just once. 
5. Total Copies Prepared per Month: The average number of report 
copies prepared per month. For example, a report prepared 
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Diveree 
Management Ropopta-
not Acctp. or Go'/t. 
Local New York 
Mine, Plant, Dept. Manarjera and Local 
cr Subsidiary Only Hanapcra 
Accounting Office, Mont­
ana Operations 7 2 
Accounting Office, Mont­
ana Operations (Meta­
llurgical) 7 2 
Pensions and Group Life 0 3 
General Office Accounting 
^ De; artment 6 Q 
fj-' Accounting Research Sys­
tems, and Auditing Dept. 0 0 
Berkeley Pit Mining 5 q 
Berkeley Pit Garage q 
Bureau of Safety ^ 
Butte, Anaconda, and 
Pacific Railway 10 q 
Butte Vein Mines 21, 0 
Butte 'Water C-^mpany j ^ 
Central Engineering ^ q 
Plant Engineering 21 ^ 
Weed Concentrator ^ ^ 
C-eological De-^artment ^ 2 
Geological Dept. Re­
search 0 
Geological Dept. 
Sarpling 3 0 
- TABLE 2 
SY?10PSIS CF REPORTS PRTiPARSD AT DEPART?gNTS 
Diverse 
Reports Prepared 
for Consolidated 
Accounting and/or 
Govt. Reporting 
Diverse 
Accounting or Govt, Reports 
Used by Manaccment 
Local 
Hanagers 
Only 
New York 
and Local 
Kanapers 
Total Diverse 
Reports Prepared 
Total 
Copies 
Prepared 
Total Copies 
Prepared 
per Month 
4 6 0 
13 8 7 
0 0 0 
0 2 0 
GO 8 
0 0 0 
k 2 0 
0 0 0 
7 11 3 
0 0 3 
3 5 3 
1 11 0 
3 7 0 
10 0^ 
2 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
19 109 159 
37 164 3U 
3 22 11 
8 52 51 
8 58 58 
5 31 186 
10 46 60 
19 572 3U 
31 no 107 
27 100 497 
15 60 55 
15 94 239 
32 194 710 
8 56 1,303 
8 72 131 
1 5 20 
9 37 191 
rabia 2 (Continued) 
Dlverao Diverse 
Management Roporto- Diverse Accounting or Govt. Reports 
not Acctf'. or Govt. Reporta Prepared Used by Manapement 
Local New York for Consolidated Local 
Hlne, Plant, Dept, Mana;;ers and Local Accounting and/or Managers 
cr Subsidiary Only Kanapora Govt. Renortiniy Only 
New York Total Total Copies 
and Local Total Diverse Copies Prepared 
Kanapers Reports Prepared Prepared per Moigh 
Geological Department 
(Keile/ Assay) 7 
Kelley Pumping Station 4 
Xenvfood Realty 7 
ro Land, Leases and Rentals 
^ De:artir.ent 0 
Mine Management Office 6 
Mining Engineering Dej-t. 12 
Montana Hardware Company 5 
Personnel Derartment 0 
Personnel De^t. (Claims) 0 
Personnel Department 
(Snf-loyirent) 3 
Personnel Departrent 
(Salary f!e Health) 0 
Precipitating Plant 5 
Purchasing De^artrnent 1 
Security Department 4 
Butte-Anac'^nda 
Warehouse 4 
TOTALS "174 
48.20^ 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
0 
1 
0 
4 
0 
4 
0 
0 
41 
11.36? 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
51 
U.13^ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
59 
16.343? 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.0 
0 
0 
36 
9.97? 
7 
4 
9 
2 
8 
U 
25 
3 
1 
3 
4 
6 
6 
4 
10 
361 
100.0? 
25 
15 
22 
14 
69 
81 
75 
12 
9 
31 
38 
23 
81 
14 
58 
2,349 
460 
57 
,78 
U 
275 
215 
44 
6 
1 
325 
33 
44 
77 
16 
51 
6,096 
annually and requiring twelve copies to be distributed would 
mean an average of one copy prepared per month. 
Table 2 illustrates that with the exception of two departments 
(Personnel Department and Personnel - Claims) the number of report 
copies prepared per department far exceeds the number of diverse 
reports prepared per department. In total, 6,096 copies are prepared 
per month as compared to 361 diverse reports; or a difference of 5,735. 
However, it should be clear that the number of reports distributed to 
management is significant and deserving analysis. 
Table 2A (below) which lists the number of departments preparing 
report copies illustrates that prior to this study 15 of the 32 depart­
ments (46.875 per cent) each distributed to management more than 100 
report copies per month, four departments in this group (12.5 per cent) 
each distributed more than 400 report copies each month, and one of 
the four departments (Weed Concentrator - see Table 2) distributed 
1»303 report copies each month. 
TABLE 2A 
Niunber of Report 
Copies Prepared Number of 
Per Month Departments Per Gent 
Under 25 6 18.750 
25 to 50 3 
51 to 100 8 25.000 
101 to 200 5 15.625 
201 to 300 3 9.375 
301 to 400 3 9.375 
Greater than 400 12.500 
100.000 
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As is shovm on Table 2B (below) the high - low range (maximum 
number of report copies prepared per month by any one department 
minus the number of report copies prepared by the department preparing 
the fewest number of report copies per month) is extremely large 
(1,302). The median is less than one-half the mean value, and in­
dicates that several departments are preparing relatively few reports. 
However, the high (1,303) and the mean (190.5) indicate that a few 
departments prepare an extremely large number of copies each month. 
Table 2 and Figure 2 (see next page) substantiate the above data. 
Figure 2 re-presents the data in the last column of Table 1 (pp.24 to 
26) and the last column of Table 2. It reaffirms the fact that de­
partments as a group prepare a tremendous number of report copies per 
month. 
TABLE 2B 
Report Copies Prepared Per Month 
HIGH LOW MEAN MEDIAN 
1,303 1 190.5 77.5 
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Flgur® 2 
NUMBER REPORT COPIES PREPARED PER DEPARTKENT 
& 
NUMBER REPORT COPIES ELIMINATED PER DEPAHT>ENT 
Accoiinting Office-Montana 
Operations 
Accounting Office-Montana 
Operations (Metallurgical) 
ju Pensions and Grouc Life 
I 
General Office Accounting 
Department 
Accounting Research, Syster.s, 
and Auditing Department 
Berkeley Pit Mining 
Berkeley Pit Garage 
Bureau of Safety 
Butte, Anaconda, & Pacific 
Railway Company 
Butte Vein MLies 
Butte Water Company 
Central Engineering 
Plant Engineering 
111 H 159 30.19^ 
291 T 311 6.43^ 
18.18?: 
41}] 51 19.61^ 
15.52^ 51 
147.42 
T 
60.00 
51.40 
212 
186 20,74^ 
14.33? 
311 31.83^ 
107.00 
80.67 
24.61^ 
484 497 
55.CO 
47.84 
236.92 
13.02^ 
239 .87^ 
674 
200 400 
2,62^ 
710 5.07$ 
6C0 800 1,000 
1 Report copies prepared per 
! month prior to study. 
1,200 
I.'u;nber of report copies 
eliminated. 
Percent of report copies 
eliJiiinated. 
1,400 
Figure 2 (Continued) 
Weed Concentrator 
I 
^ Geological Department 
I 
Geological Department 
(Research) 
Geological Department 
(Sampling) 
Geological Department 
(Kelley Assay) 
Kelley Puiriping Station 
Kenwood Realty Company 
Land, Leases, & Rentals 
Departir,ent 
Mine Management Office 
Mining Engineering Department 
Montana Hardv/are Company 
1,148 
] 
n 
114 pj 131 12.98^ 
20 .00^ 
183 191 
399 ! 460 13.26^ 
57 57 
O
 
O
 • 
72 1 78 7.69^ 
14 .00% 
207 
209 
} 44.00 
ti 36.84 
^ 275 2U.73% 
215 2.79^ 
16.27;? 
1,303 11.90^ 
200 400 600 800 1,000 1,200 1,400 
Figure 2 (Continued) 
Personnel Department 
Personnel Department-Claima 
Personnel Department 
Employment Department 
Personnel Department 
Salary and Health 
Precipitating Plant 
Purchasing Department 
Security Department 
Butte-Anaconda Warehouse 
1.00 
.92 
168 
ri 33 
J 29 
^ Uh 
.00% 
8.00% 
12.12% 
2.21% 
77.00 
51.75 
32 
32.79^ 
16 .00$ 
51.00 
50.84 
,315^ 
200 A 
48.31^ 
600 eoo 1,000 1,200 1,400 
REPORTS RECEIVED PER MANAGER 
The previous section dealt with report copies as prepared per 
department, but reports are prepared for distribution to management. 
Therefore, the purpose of this section is to present the number of 
reports which each manager receives. Table 3 (see next five pages) 
classifies management positions as first, second, third, and fourth 
line. A first line manager is any individual who reports directly to 
the General Manager - Montana Operations. Second line managers are 
individuals who report to a first line manager, and so on down the 
line. The source of this classification is The Anaconda Company*s 
Organization Chart. Subsidiary managers, although they are third 
line managers, are listed separately because only a fraction of the 
reports which they receive are included in the scope of this study. 
The majority of reports received by managers at Anaconda Reduction 
Works and Great Falls Reduction Department are prepared at these 
respective locations and are not included in this study. So that the 
data is not distorted, these managers are listed under their respec­
tive plants without classification as to third, fourth, or fifth 
line management. 
The seventh coliunn in Table 3i Nxrmber of Reports Received by 
Type, is the number of diverse reports received; and the eleventh 
column is the number of diverse reports each manager will receive 
following this study. The title of the remaining columns should be 
sufficiently clear to the reader; therefore, no explanation is given. 
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T/PIE 3 
SYNOPSIS OF REPORTS RFCFIVED AT VARIOUS LFVFLS OF KATACEm;? 
GD.ERAL VA;:AGFR AI D FIRST & SFCO? D LI! F VAJAGIRS 
llOltmiL OPETlATiaS 
GJtERAL WWCER 
FIPJST UKE Mf.'AGDINT: 
Division ConiFtroller 
Kanaper of Mines 
Chief Ccolcpisl 
Chief Fnflnser 
lletallurgical Hnnager 
Business .Vanapor 
Director of Industrial Relations 
Assistant General Counsel 
Director of Safety 
flanafcr - Corrjnunications 
General 5upt. - Berksley Pit 
Subtotal 
SEOCliD HUE IUHAGEIEUT: 
Assistant Division Comptroller 
Kansfer - Auditing Department 
Chief Clerk - Accounting Offic« 
General Supt. of Metallurpy 
Chief Geologist - Butto Oper, 
General Supt, - Vein Mines 
Narater of Total Rmber of 
Departs Reports Roports Roports Roports Roports Reports Rapoi-ti Coplas Percent of Roports 
Hoceivcd Rocelved Received Recolved Rccelvcd Received Received Recolved Eliminated Total Require( 
As flosdod Daily Weekly Monthly Oimrtprly Annually by Tvt>e per Month per Month Elininatwl (Il8vise( 
1 4 7 51 14 11 88 198.41 B3 41.83 77 
1.136? 4.545? 7.755? 57.955? 15.909? 12.500? lOOi 
1 • 1 5 46 18 7 78 105 16.08 15.32 64 
3 7 22 59 4 17 112 370 .22 .01 112 
2 5 4 10 3 4 28 175 0 0 28 
B 0 0 5 1 3 17 44.5 1.08 2.43 14 
0 3 1 12 2 2 20 109.5 6.66 6.09 U 
0 0 0 12 2 3 17 13 3.66 2B.21 14 
0 0 0 4 2 2 8 5 0 0 8 
0 0 0 2 0 2 4 2.16 0 0 4 
4 0 1 9 4 7 25 36 1.00 2.70 24 
0 0 0 4 3 3 10 5.25 3.00 57.14 7 
0 3 5 21 2 7 38 126^ 38.16 30.17 26 
IB 19 38 184 41 5? 357 "991.91 69.8b 7.943 
5.042? 5.322? 10.644? 51.541? 1.486? 15.965? 
9 0 1 32 3 1 46 78 1.66 2.14 45 
1 0 0 7 0 0 8 9 4.00 it4.44 4 
13 2 4 33 0 1 53 186 U.OO 5.91 
0 3 1 6 1 1 12 98.5  .50 .51 10 
0 0 3 0 0 0 3 12 0 0 3 
3 7 26 36 3 12 87 355 125.75 35.42 60 
Reportfl Heporta 
Recelvod Received 
MQJlTMfA. OroUTiaia As IJceded . Dally 
SECttlD LDIE MN'aCD^EIT: (ContLiued) 
Chief Clerk - Mna Mjjiagement 0 3 
Director of Personnel 1 1 
Storekeeper - Butte & Anaconda 5 0 
'i.'arehouse 
Cnief Sampler 0 2 
Chief Assayer 0 1 
Chief rining Engineer 0 0 
Chief Research Engineer 0 0 
Berkeley Pit Superintendent 0 6 
Supt, - I'eed Concentrator 0 k 
Chief Safety Engineer 1 0 
Subtotal 53 29 
3.992 7.902 
THTRD LItE l^AtJACe-'.Efrr: 
Kanaccr — Accounting and 3 0 
Adninlstrative Scrviceo 
Kanaccr — ProcrairjoinB and Syatems 4 1 
Analysis 
Lisurance Adniini3trat.or 1 0 
Director — Environmental Hhglneeiw 0 0 
inc 
V,'eslem General Purchasing Agent 5 0 
Kana^er, Lmd, Leases and Rental 0 0 
DepartDent 
Kanacef "f Security 0 0 
TABLE 3 (Contlnuel) 
SfCa.D A-ND THIRD LI^:F KAf AGFRS 
Hunber of Total Kuiabor of 
Reports Roporta Reports Reporta Reporta Raporta Copleo Parcant of Reports 
Received Rocelved Received Received Received Received Eliniinated Total Required 
V'eekly l^onthlY rtcrly Annually by Tyne per Month per Honth Eliminated (Revised) 
0 9 3 0 15 % 1.33 IM 13 
U 11 7 3 27 61.58 8.00 12.99 18 
1 5 0 1 12 U.C8 16.03 36.1,8 8 
5 1 0 0 8 65 0 0 a 
0 0 0 0 1 22 0 0 1 
3 8 3 2 16 21.16 0 0 16 
1 3 1 3 8 7.5a 3.03 40.65 7 
2 17 3 7 35 195.58 63.16 32.30 30 
2 7 0 3 16 139.25 0 0 16 
1 9 U 5 20 15.50 <•.00 25.51 19 
let. 28 39 367 1,W.23 ?3H.56 16.99 307 
2M.m 50.136 7.629 10.627 100 
0 . 1 1 0 5 8.00 0 0 5 
1 4 0 1 U U.16 0 0 u 
0 0 A 0 5 2.00 0 0 5 
0 0 0 1 1 .03 .08 100,00 0 
0 10 0 2 17 23.00 S.OO 34.7a u 
0 1 2 0 3 1.66 0 0 3 
0 1 1 1 3 1.42 0 0 3 
TilfiLI 3 (Continuel) 
THIRD MP FOmTH llfF M? AGFR3 
QpmATiais 
THIHO LE.'E KAIIACa'.EHT: (Ccntinued) 
General TaJt Agent 
:!anA£;<!r - Dept. of InfornAtlcn 
Hunber of ToitX NUnbar of 
Rtporia neporis Roports Peports neporta Roporti Reporti Itoportf Coplai FtrQint of Raports 
Hecelvcd Received Rccoived Dcceivcd Receivod Rccelvpd Received Recolved Eliminated Total Required 
Aa >,'oc<ted Dully ^ V.'eekly Hontlily Qunrtcrly Annunlly by Tync per Month par Hopth ^ EllnLtnated {novlacd) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1.00 
1.00 
0 
0 
Chief Abatractor 0 0 0 1 2 0 3 1.66 0 0 3 
Asslatftnt O/noral Supt, of Ulnae — 0 0 1 10 2 5 la 15.00 ia.75 aj.oo 4 
Pl.viaJng anci DevcloFrr.ent 
A33i3t.\nt General Supt, of Vain 
1 ''{ n ^ a 
1 3 21 la 2 7 52 191.25 u.oo 5.75 50 
1 iJ.ri C 3 
Chief Planning Engineer 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1.00 0 n 1 
Plant E>i(iineer 11 
, ^ M 
1 19 0 5 Ul 100.i.2 3.00 .to 
."jubtotal 25 25 6? U 22 162 391.65 34.83 " 11.6^)1 lU 
l5.U3i% 5,556Jf 15.1i3Z« U,3505< 13.580 100!« 
FOUHTH LIKE t'AJi.'.GQlE.'IT 
It-'.nAger - Surplus Equlpncnl Dapt. 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 20,00 10.00 50.00 1 
y.obU.0 E<^ulp, Supt, - Berksloy Pit 3 0 1 h 1 k' 13 15.75 0 0 13 
llechajilcal Superintendent 7 0 0 5 0 li 16 39.33 0 0 16 
J'anif.er — Industrial Clalinj 1 0 0 2 0 2 5 12.16 a.22 U 
*5;ine Superintonilent'j 10 8 20 15 3 6 62 325.17 23,00 7,0? 60 
Fort^.on — Precipitating 0 3 1 10 2 5 21 1W..75 3,66 3,1*3 19 
Electrical Suncrini-endent 2 0 0 3 0 2 7 13.16 ,C8 .63 ' 6 
Superintendent of Shops U 0 0 fy 0 2 12 20.16 i.oa , 3.8^ . 10 
QubtoLal 2V ii 22 6 25 Ha '55a. J.9 37.03 
1 
6.771f 129 
a.ouJ' 7.97U< 15.%2% 32.609^ 18. loo;< 
» Thar* *ro threa (3) irln# 3uporlnt«ni«rit9, wid each reoeiva 
325.17 repoi-13 per ronth aa is sho^ atova. Also, ea:h hai 
ellniratei t^enty-thres report copj.98 per ronth. 
TABLI 3 (Continued) 
SUBSIDIARY KAKAGERS 
A,ND 
AA'ACOKDA RCTUCTIOI.' WORKS m'AGERS 
irO!ITA.VA OPERATiaJS 
5UBSIDi>.RY !'j\!IAGERS 
Kiunber of Total 
Raports Reports Reports Heports Reports Reports Reports 
Received Received Received Received Received Received Received 
As K'neilqd V'fle'cly j'onttO.y Oiinrtffrly Anrually by Tyng 
i;ar.a2er Montana 
Hardware Corapany 
Manager — Butte 
V'ater CoTpany 
Kar.ager — - Butte, Ana­
conda ti Pacific Ry, Co. 
I-cir.ager — — Kenwood 
Realty Company 
Subtotal 
0 
0 
0 
1 
^.eh6% 
0 
0 
1 
1 
3.eA6^ 
0 
0 
1 
6 
7 
_5_ 
2 19 
7.692% 73.070^ 
2 
7.672? 
1 
1 
7 
10 
8 
26 
100? 
Kisnber of 
Reports Copies Percent of Reports 
Received Eliminated Total Required 
ner 'ionth per Ifonth Eliminated (Revised^ 
1 
6.08 
15.33 
66 
88.41 
36.08 
40.08 
100 
32.88. 
6.52 
ikM 
A5.85 
1 
15 
A!MCO?roA RIDUCTICW KORKS 
Eneltlng Manager 0 1 0 15 1 1 18 49.33 0 0 18 
Accounting I'anager 0 1 0 5 0 0 6 35 0 0 6 
Personnel Director 0 0 0 3 0 1 4 3.08 1 32.47 3 
Chief Chemist 0 0 0 I 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
rjicineer-Industrial Hygiene 0 0 0 i 0 0 1 1 1 1.00 0 
General Superintendent 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 3 2 66.66 1 
Plant Engineer 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 
lioisLer Si Reactor Supt. 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
i  cverb,Converters & Casting 
Superintendent 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1.00 0 
Ore Buyer 0 1 0 4 0 _0 5 5 0 _0 J-
Subtotal 0 3 0 35 1 1 42 131.4 5 3,604 37 
0,000? 7.U3? 0.000? 85.714? 2.381? 4.762? 100? 
TABLE 3 (Continued) 
GREAT FALLS REDUCTION DFPART>:fKT m'AGFFlS 
riCflTASi 0F5RATIOI3 
Raporto Reports Roporta 
Heceived Received Received 
A3 t?eeded Dftilv V.'eplcly 
Number of Total Dumber of 
Hoports Reports Reports Reports Rsporto Copies Percent of Reports 
Received Received Received Received Received Elirairuited Total Required 
Konthly Qiiartorly Annually by Tyne per Month per "onth Elinin.1tcd /.Rcvisfd) 
GRFAT FALLS RIDUCTICT Dm. 
H-inagcr 
Accounting Hanager 
Plant Qigineer 
Subtotal 0 
0.000  ̂
0 
1 
0 
0 
0.000  ̂
1 
5.555:* 
16 
83.690^ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
O.OOOSS 
1 
0 
0 
1 
5.555^ 
7 6.16 3 43.70 
10 138 1 7.69 9 
1 1 1 1.00 0 
Id— 5 2JV.S0 13 
100^ 
Table 3 shows that fourteen managers prior to this study were 
receiving more than one-hundred reports per month while thirty-five 
managers received less than thirty reports per month. However, only 
ten first and second line managers (28.57 per cent of the 35) received 
less than thirty reports per month. Table 3A (below), a simimary of 
Table 3» shows that each management classification, excluding the 
General Manager - Montana Operations, has a high - low range exceeding 
one-hundred ninety. Also, each classification has a median significantly 
below the mean. This indicates, and is substantiated by Table 3» that 
several managers are receiving few reports as compared to the average 
number of reports received per manager or per management classification. 
However, both tables substantiate the finding that managers, as a group, 
receive a significantly large nximber of reports per month. 
TABLE 3A 
Number Reports Received Per Month 
Management Classification High Low Mean Median 
General Manager-Montana 
Operations 
Before Study 198.41 198.41 198.41 198.41 
After Study 115.41 115.41 115.41 115.41 
First Line Majiagement 
Before Study 370.00 
After Study 369.78 
2.16 90.17 
2.16 83.82 
44.50 
43.42 
Second Line Management 
Before Study 355.00 
After Study 229.25 
7.58 87.76 
4.50 72.85 
63.29 
59.29 
Third Line Management 
Before Study 191.25 
After Study 180.25 
.08 27.98 
.00 25.49 
1.83 
1.83 
Fourth Line Management 
Before Study 325.00 12.16 69.81 
302.17 10.00 65.08 
24.08 
21.41 
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Figure 3 (see next, page) is a re—presentation of the data con­
tained in columns eight and nine of Table 3; and it illustrates the 
variance in the number of report copies received and eliminated by 
the fifty department managers. 
Table 3B is provided so the reader can relate the number of 
reports received each month per manager to the time a manager might 
spend analyzing reports. The time consumption data in Table 3B is 
based on an average analysis time of twenty minutes per report. 
TABLE 3B 
Number of Reports Hours Required Number of Weeks 
Received Per Month Per Month Required Per Month 
30 10 .25 
60 20 .50 
90 30 .75 
120 40 1.00 
150 50 1.25 
180 60 1.50 
210 70 1.75 
240 80 2.00 
270 90 2.25 
300 100 2.50 
330 110 2.75 
360 120 3.00 
390 130 3.25 
However, one manager may consume thirty minutes analyzing a report 
while another manager may spend ten minutes analyzing the same report. 
Also, reports vary as to the amount of analysis required. Twenty 
minutes is only a conservative average taking into account analysis 
time as well as an allowance for interruptions. The reader should 
use Table 3B only as an approximation of hours consumed per manager 
for analysis of reports. 
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Figure 3 
NUMBER CP REPCRTS RECEIVED PER MCNTH PER MANAGER 
& 
NIM3ER CF PJPCRTS ELIMINATED PER MONTH PER MANAGER 
GENERAL MANAGER AND FKST LI^E MANAGERS 
General yjinager 
VjJ Division Co/r.ptroller 
f 
Manager of Mines 
Chier Geologist 
Chief Fxij^ineer 
lletdllurgicdl Manager 
Susineaa '.ar.aper 
Director of Industrial 
HelaLionj 
A3sista.;it General Counsel 
Director of Safety 
I'jinager - Coirr.unications 
General Superintendent -
Berkeley Pit 
13,5.41 198.a U.83^ 
88.92 105.00 15.32^ 
369.78 
17S.00 175.00 
43.42 44.50 2.k3% 
- 109.50 6.09^ 
1 u 
13.00 
! 9.34 
5.00 
28.21% 
.00% 
2.1b 
35.00 
^ 5.25 
m 2.25 
36.00 
57.14/^ 
2.18% 
88.3/^ 126.50 29.28% 
.<Xi% 
370 
Report ooplBs received p«r 
' month prior to study. 
-{ Number of report copies rc-
• cioient elin-.inatocl. 
50 TCo" loO" 200 
'i Percent of report copies 
recipient elirninated. 
"BO 3^0 35O 
.006$ 
4C0 
Pigura 3 (Continued) SECONDLHEKANAGERS 
Assistant Division ComotroUer 
Manager - Auditing Department 
Chief Clerk-Accounting Office 
General Superintendent 
of iVetallurgy 
Chief Geologist-Butte Oper. 
v!o General Superintendent -
7^ Vein Mines 
Chief Clerk-Mine Management 
Director of Personnel 
Storekeeper-Butte & Anaconda 
Warehouse 
Chief Sampler 
Chief Assayer 
Chief Kilning Engineer 
Chief Research Ehgineer 
~~1 12. 
76.34 
9.CO 
ja 5.00 
175.00 
98.CO 
00 
229.25 
92.67 
53.58 
28.00 
65.00 
22 
78.00 2.14? 
kU'hU% 
186.00 5.91^ 
J 98.50 .51% 
00% 
94.00 1.41je 
22.00 
21.16 
61.58 12.99^ 
44.08 36.48^ 
65.00 00^ 
00^ 
00^ 
1 7*^^ 40.655S 
Ji 4.50 
50 100 150 200 250 300 
355.00 35.42^ 
350 400 
Figure 3 (Continued) TOIRD LINE M.ANAGFHS 
)ter.ager-Accounting and 
Administrative ServiGea 
Manager-Progranmlng and 
Systems Analysis 
Insurance Administrator 
Director-Environraental 
J Engineering 
VjJ 
(JO Western General Purchasing 
Agent 
Manager-Land, Leases, and 
Rental Department 
Manager of Security 
General Tax Agent 
Kanager-Department of 
Infonration 
Chief Abstractor 
Assistant General Supt. of 
Mines-Planning & Develop. 
Assistant General Superin­
tendent of Vein Mines 
Chief Planning EngLieer 
Plant Engineer 
8.00 .00^ 
Aif.l6 U.16 .00^ 
I .08 
! .08 
2.00 .00^ 
100^ 
"P 23. 
Jd 15. 
j 1.66 
1.42 
1.00 
1.00 
1.66 
00 
00 34.782 
15.00 
hd 2.25 
.00^ 
.002 
.002 
.002 
.002 
85.002 
180.25 
l.CO 
97.42 
.002 
50 
100.42 
P 191.25 5.752 
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Figure 3 (Continuei) FOURTH LIKE MA^•'AGER3 
I 
sO 
I 
Kanager-Surplus Equipment 
Department 
Mobile Equipment Superin­
tendent-Berkeley Pit 
Mechanical Superintendent 
Manager-Industrial Claiins 
Department 
Mine Superintendent 
Foreman-Precipitating Plant 
Electrical Superintendent 
Superintendent of Shops 
20.00 
10.00 
15.75 
39.33 39.33 
50.00% 
.00% 
.00% 
302.17 
101.09 
~1 13.16 
_l 13.08 
.Sl% 
jj 28.16 
^ 27.08 
1 
3.Sk% 
104.75 3.k3% 
325.17 7.07% 
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Using the data in Table 3B to aummarize the data in Table 2A, the 
following is noted: (l) the individiial receiving the largest number 
of reports per month (370) spends an estimated 123 hours or 3*08 weeks 
per month solely for analyzing reports. (2) the estimated reading time 
of the General Manager - Montana Operations has been reduced from 66 
hours per month (1.65 weeks) to approximately 38 hours per month (less 
than one week per month). (3) the average (mean) time consumed by 
first, second, third, and fourth line managers prior to this study was 
approximately one week per month; and this figure has only slightly 
increased, (4) although several managers have significantly decreased 
the number of reports which they receive (see Figure 3), managers as 
a group have only eliminated 13.704 per cent of the reports they re­
ceive (see Table 3C on the following page). 
Table 3C summarizes the reports received per management classifi­
cation (General Manager - Montana Operations, first line management, 
etc). This table shows that the number of report copies distributed 
each month will be reduced by approximately 835 per month or $98.54 
per month. This dollar figure is based on a per page duplicating cost 
of $.055, which includes the cost of paper and the Xerox cost but ex­
cludes the cost of: the Xerox operator's time, mailing, and time con­
sumed by the managers who have been reading the report copies that have 
been eliminated. 
In order to compare the savings of $98.54 with the total dupli­
cating cost, the following assiimption was made: the report copies 
eliminated (13.704 per cent) constitute a representative sample of 
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TABLE 3C 
IIOIITWIA OPETlATiaiS 
Reporte 
Received 
Aa I!i]erif)d 
Reports 
Received 
Daily 
Reports 
Received 
V.'ccldy 
Reports 
Received 
Konthly 
Roports Reports 
Recclvcd Recclvcd 
Quarterly Arurmlly 
Kuniber of 
Reports 
Received 
bv Tviv! 
Total 
Reports 
Received 
rcr Month 
Ifurabor of 
Copifts 
Eliralnnted 
per ^.'onth 
Percent of 
Total 
El'.ain/>te^ 
Reports 
Itcqulrcd 
(riovisrd. 
CEMRAL K;'.NACER 1 U 7 51 11. 11 88 198.Ul 83 W.fl3 77 
HRST LKE KAHACEHENT 18 19 38 16U U1 57 357 991.91 69.86 7.9i. 315 
secg;;d Lifs manacdeut 33 29 iu IBh 28 39 367 l,ii01..23 238.56 16.99 307 
TKI?D UIE HAWCDINT 25 9 25 67 U 22 162 391.65 3^.83 8.893 U1 
FOLRTH UtE KANAmtENT 29 11 22 i»5 6 25 138 558./,8 37.83 6.77 129 
SfESIOIARr HAWACER5 1 1 2 19 2 1 26 83.1,1 W.08 15 
AHACCf.'DA REDUCTIPN WORKS 
WWGERS 0 3 0 36 1 2 U2 131.i.3 5 37 
CRTAT FALLS REDUCTTOK DEPT. 
W^iACEHS C 0 1 16 0 •1 18 20.16 5 
SUB TOTAL 107 
e.9325< 
76 
6M% 
U9 
12.W85C 
602 
50.250% 
106 158 
13.188^ 
1,198 
100^ 
3,70^.60 5U.16 
13.585it 
1,031. 
ADJUST)^ NTS; 
HlNi: SUFERIHTEroHl.'TS (2) (325 * 
*FILE CCFIFS CF TriE tEPAHT^EKTS 
2 = 65C) 4 (23 X 2 " 1,6)—Dee Fourth Line Management Mlns Superintendent 
FREPAMNC REFCaiS t-'CT CHARGED TO A RECIPLENT 
650,31^ 
1.660.93 
k6 
275.2i, 
7.07 
16.568 
TOTAL 6,096.00 835.^.0 13.704^ 
' ihe Jecreajs  in f i le  :opie3 resultel  frorr  the el ir . l r .at ion of excessive extra 
copies ar . j  using the Ispir trrert ,  rarager 'a  copy iS the f i le  copy after  i t  is  
revie.vei  the Jepartrert  r 'araper.  
total repojrt copies prepared. Using the equation X • .13704 - 98.54 
to '•work back" to the total cost, the result is 98.54 • .13704 = X ~ 
$719•06. To verify the above assumption, a random sample of 96 re­
ports was taken. This sample provides a 99 per cent confidence level 
that the sample is reliable within plus or minus five per cent.^ 
Based on this sample the average report contains 2.36 pages. Assuming 
the sample is acciirate, the total report duplicating cost prior to 
this study was $791.26 (6,096 • 2.36 • .055). Although, 13.704 per 
cent of the report copies were eliminated; only 12.454 per cent (98.54 
divided by 791.26) of the paper was eliminated. The majority of re­
port copies eliminated were only one and two page reports, and this is 
why the per cent of paper eliminated is less than the per cent of re­
ports eliminated. 
Illustrating the number of diverse reports received, daily, weekly, 
monthly, etc. is Figure 4 on the following page. The majority (50.25 
per cent) of diverse reports are prepared monthly, and only 6.344 and 
12.438 per cent respectively are daily and weekly reports. However, 
each diverse report prepared daily results in approximately 26 reports 
prepared per month (not including copies), and each diverse report 
prepared weekly accumulates to approximately 4.3 reports per month. 
As is illustrated by Figure 5, the majority (52 per cent) of the total 
copies received by management are daily reports, and 16 per cent are 
^Henry P. Hill, Joseph L. Roth, Herbert Arkin, Ssimpling in 
Auditing (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1962), Table 2D. 
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FIGURE 4 
DIVERSE REPORTS CLASSIFIET) 
AS TO FREQUENCY 
OF RECEIPT 
o 
fO 
3: 
o 
-9 
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weekly reports, and only 16 per cent of the total copies received 
are monthly reports as compared to 52 per cent diverse reports that 
are prepared on a monthly basis. 
—UU— 
FIGURE 5 
REPORT COPIES RECEIVED 
PER KONTH 
1,976 
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CONCLUSION 
In his book, Manufacturing Management, Franklin Moore states, 
"Systems analysis usually shows that too many kinds of re­
ports are made and too much unused information is put on them. 
Copies are sent to too many places and to too many persons who 
do not need them."2 
This statement accurately summarizes the reporting system of the depart­
ments included in this study. Prior to this study 32 departments pre­
pared a total of 361 diverse reports from which 6,096 report copies were 
prepared each month; but only 17 diverse reports (4«71 per cent) and 
835«4 report copies (13.704 per cent) were eliminated. These figures 
standing by themselves indicate that either many reports are absolutely 
essential, or managers are extremely reluctant to remove their names 
from mailing lists. It is my opinion, after analyzing all 361 reports 
and discussing the reports with the recipients, that both apply. 
Reports are prepared because management needs information. The 
objectives of reports are: (l) to guide the managers whose results are 
being measured and (2) to assist top management and its staff in their 
task of appraising and guiding performance. In other words, reports 
are communication tools; but if they are to be effective, they must 
present the information which management needs. Approximately 95 per 
cent of the 361 reports contain data pertaining only to one time frame 
such as a week, month, or year. Since absolute figures alone are often 
of little value to management, comparison with budgets or other standards 
should, in many cases, appear in the form of variations between actual 
•^Franklin G. Moore - Manufacturing Management (4th edition; 
Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin Inc., 1965) P. 578. 
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and the standard. The variation data focus attention on items re­
quiring action and conserve time by permitting "management by excep­
tion." It is my opinion that standards can be established for at 
least 90 per cent of the reports. Establishing standards will not be 
an easy task, but standards will "red flag" areas needing attention, 
significantly reduce the time managers spend analyzing data contained 
in reports, and give managers a basis on which they can evaluate them­
selves. Thus, the benefits derived from standards will certainly 
justify their use. Initially the standards may only be reasonably 
accurate; but like whiskey, standards improve with age. 
Graphs are easily adaptable to the presentation of comparative 
data; but only two departments, the Division Comptroller's Office and 
the Mining Sigineering Department, prepare graphic reports. Graphs 
are advantageous for the following reasons: (l) the person analyzing 
a graph can immediately see what has happened. (2) because a graph is 
a picture, managers will generally retain more data and for a longer 
period of time. Therefore, I recommend that each manager pursue the 
possibility of replacing written reports with graphic reports. At 
the present time many companies are utilizing the computer to graph­
ically present processed data, and the reporting system of The Anaconda 
Company might be effectively and profitably improved by further uti­
lization of the computer for this purpose. 
Reports cost money. Preparation costs vary as to: the avail­
ability of data, the amount of detail required, how frequently reports 
are prepared, and the salary of the individuals preparing reports. 
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Correspondingly, the time management devotes to analysis of reports 
varies with the amotmt of detail (relevent and irrelevent), the type 
of reports, reading speed of the recipients, how the data is presented 
on the report, and the ntmiber of copies distributed. A report re­
quiring one hour to prepare and 15 minutes to type represents an out-
of-pocket cost of approximately six dollars ($6). This figure is 
based on the average salary of a cleric and a typist and includes a 20 
per cent fringe cost. One-hundred fifty-five dollars($155) is the 
total preparation, typing and duplicating cost incurred as a result 
of preparing a two page report each weekday for one month assuming the 
report requires one hour to prepare, 15 minutes to type, and 10 copies 
are made from the report. The cost of the time which management spends 
analyzing this report would certainly increase the total cost per 
month to well in excess of $500. 
Few managers have expressed concern over the cost of reports 
which they receive. Statements such as "for general information," "to 
keep informed," and "as long as the report is prepared, I would like 
to receive a copy" were common reasons expressed by managers for read­
ing reports. Only two managers - General Manager - Montana Operations 
and the Division Comptroller, stated they need reports "for managing," 
or "to fulfill administrative duties." 
I recommend that each manager reevaluate each report which he 
receives. If the reporting system is to be efficient, each manager 
should ask himself the following questions per report received: 
1. Does the report cost more to prepare than I save The 
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Anaconda Company by acting on the information con­
tained in the report? 
2. Can I increase my efficiency by eliminating this report 
and more effectively use the time normally consumed 
reading the report? 
If the answer to either or both of the above questions is Yes, the man­
ager should notify the department preparing the report to discontinue 
sending the report to him. If the answer to the above questions is 
No, then the manager should ask himself the following questions: 
1, Can the frequency of preparation be decreased and still 
meet my needs? 
2. Can the data be economically improved by; 
a. Comparative data? 
b. Elimination of unneeded detail? 
c. Graphic presentation? 
d. Variation between standard and actual? 
If the answer to any of these questions is Yea, the manager should re­
quest the department preparing the report to improve the report per 
recommendation so that the report meets his needs. 
As Table 2 (pages 21 and 22) illustrates, 233 of the diverse 
reports (64.54 per cent) are prepared for local managers only; and of 
the 233» 174 are not required for the accounting system or a government 
agency. They exist because local management has requested information 
to fulfill a need. However, infonnation needs are not static - they 
change over a period of time. It is each manager*s responsibility to 
eliminate unneeded reports and establish the form, content and fre­
quency of the reports that are needed; otheirwise, the reporting system 
will maintain its status quo. 
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APPENDIX I 
T HE ANACONDA COMPANY 
DRAWER 1932, BUTTE, MONTANA 59701 
7  G I B S O N  
C O M P T R O L L E R  jortiumer 
To: ALL DEPARTMENT HEADS, MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS 
To facilitate the elimination of all unnecessary reports and 
forms and to increase their usefulness, you are asked to sup­
ply the information requested on the accompanying questionnaire 
for each report and form prepared or received by you, or any­
one imder your supervision. If you feel that the report or 
form can be Improved in any way, please include your recommend­
ations . 
Please include all reports and forms which originate within 
Montana Operations, except those reports which are prepared 
solely for New York, Attach one copy of each individual re­
port to the corresponding questionnaire and retxim to me as 
soon as possible, but no later than July 18, 1969. 
I realize this is not an easy task, and I know it will re­
quire cooperation from those who are directly and" indirectly 
responsible to you. However, unless you endeavor to include 
all reports and forms that fall under your discretion, this 
study will be incomplete. 
Additional copies of this memorandum are enclosed, as are 
questionnaire forms, for all supervisors under your super­
vision. It wovild be appreciated if you wovild see that these 
people receive them. If sufficient questionnaires are not 
enclosed, please have the desired number of copies made lo­
cally or telephone the Auditing Department in Butte (Ext, 357). 
Very truly yoiirs. 
Jitrj 
Enclosures 
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R E P O R T  &  F O R M  S U R V E Y  
Q U E S T I O N N A I R E  
OF DEPT. OR OFFICE PREPARING REPORT OR FORM_ 
iKPORT OR FORM PREPARED BY YOU OR SOMEONE UNDER YOUR SUPERVISION 
NAME OF REPORT OR FORM -
NUMBER OF COPIES (INCLUDING ORIGINAL) 
WHERE IS EACH COPY SENT 
PREPARED: DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY OTOER^ 
SOURCE OF DATA FOR DIFO CONTAINED ON THIS REPORT OR FORM 
INFORMATION CONTAINED IN REPORT OR FORM 
PURPOSE OF REPORT OR FORM 
IS THIS REPORT NECESSARY YES NO WHY 
NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON WHO ORIGINALLY REQUESTED THE REPORT OR FORM 
NAME TITLE 
After completing this questionnaire, please attach the corresponding report 
or form along with jour recommendations. If more space Is needed, write on 
the back of this questionnaire or attach a separate sheet. 
QR 
R E P O R T  &  F O R M  S U R V E Y  
Q U E S T I O N N A I R E  
or DEPT. OR OFFICE RECEIVING REPORT OR FORM 
FFIPORT OR FORM RECEIVED BY IOU OR SOMEONE UNDER YOUR SUPEIWISION 
NAHB OF REPORT OR FORM 
RECEIVED DAILY WEEKLY MDNTHLY OTHER 
WHERE DOES THE REPORT ORIGINATE 
INFORMATION C0NTAINB3 IN REPORT OR FORM 
INFORMATION CONTAINED THAT YOU USE 
IS THE REPORT NECESSARY YES NO WHY 
% K* 
After complstlng this questionnaire» please attach the corresponding report 
or fom along with your recommendations. If more space Is needed, write 
directly below, on the back of this questionnaire, or attach a separate sheet. 
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APPENDIX II 
DEPT.: BUREAU OF SAfFTY 
TITLE AND DESCRIPTION 0? P.FPORT OR FORM PR?PARID 
1. MONTHLY INJURY REPORT (A breakdown of sur­
face and underground injuries which occur­
red in the mines, open pit, and shops of 
The Ar.aconda Company, at Butte, Montana 
during the month. For each type of in-
Jury cause, the report lists the number of 
fatal, serious, slight, total lost-time in-
inJuries, no lost-time injuries, and the 
total nunber of injuries,) 
FRBJU5IICI 
OF 
PRIPAPATIOM S5?'T TOt RSASOS FOR NEED 
Monthly M. K. Hannifan - 2 Yes The data is exajrined. 
E. 0. Bonner Yea Data exaiidned to keep informed. 
V. D. O'Leary Yes The data is exair.ined. 
D. Griffin Mo 
F. Ealentine Yes A safety check. 
J. Suttie Yes The data is exanined. 
C. C. Goddard Yea General Lnfomation. 
P. J. DuToit Yes Used in mining studies. 
M. E. KcCanna Yes Used for record purposes. 
F. Ralph Yes Informtion is examined. 
R. D. Piper Yes For V, D. O'Leary's p.eeting. 
T. Wigal Y Q Only sumriary figures are used. 
J. Tobin L'o 
J. Kurphy No 
K. Crowley No 
J. Driscoll Yes Report is a check. 
W. Williams Yes Only sumary figures are used. 
J. Ballard - 2 Y Q One required; only part examined. 
R. Cox Yes Infom'ation is axiuinr.ed. 
R. Christensen Y Q Only Berksley data is examined. 
R. Garrett Yes A safety check. 
J. Dennehy Yes A safety check. 
E., Murphy Yes A safety chock. 
B. T. McDonald Yes A safety check. 
0. Swendseid' Yes A safety check. 
W. Duffy Yes Report is a safety check. 
R. Vine Yes For cornparative purposes. 
W, Smith Yes Report is used frequently. 
J. Droubay Yes Data is useful. 
Safety Qigrs, - 19 Y Q Only k needed, save 15 
File Copy - 5 Yes Only 2 needed, save 3. 
DEPT.; BUREAU OF SAFETY 
TITLE AK'D DF^CRIPTION OF REPORT OR FORM PREPARED 
NUW 
05 
CO?] 
2. H.ECTfl!CAL AND FIRS HAZAfffiS REPORT {A list 
of all known fire and electrical hazards 
at each Butte Operation location—mine, 
shop, or plant.) 
3. ASSISTANT FOREMAN'S IN'JURY RATINGS (Tho in-
Jury frequency rate for each aaaiotant 
foreman—Butte ndnea only,) 
55 
4. CTJURY SEVERITY RATE REPORT (Thio report 
shows the injury severity rata, per million 
man hours, fort the month, tho year to 
date, and last year. The types of injuries 
listed are; slight or serious lost time, 
fatal, and lost no time. For each type of 
injury the report shows the nuiiber of in­
juries, days lost or charged, averag-: num-
of days lost per injury, and the severity 
rate.) 
FRS3U5MCT 
OF 
PREPAPATIOV SHiT TO; RJASOM FOR NEEO 
Monthly V. D. O'Leary No 
B. T. McDonald - 6 Y Q Only one is necesaary at Conct. 
J, Suttie - 3 Yes A safety check. 
F. Balentine No 
D. Griffin No 
J. Ballard Yes The data is examined. 
F. Puilph Yes The data is examined. 
Monthly H. K, Hannifan Y Q Annually is sufficient. 
E. 0. Bonner Yes To keen informed. 
V. D. O'Leary Yes The'data is examLned, 
F. Ealentine Yes A safety check. 
J. Suttie Yes The data is examined. 
D, Griffin Ko 
R. Cox - 5 Yes A necessary check. 
R. Garrett - 3 Yea A safety check. 
0. Swcndseld — 5 Yes A safety check. 
E. Kurphy Yes A safety check. 
T. Wigal Ko 
K. Crovdey No 
J. Ballard Y Q Part of report is examined. 
W. Smith Yes A necessary part of the Job. 
J. Droubay Yes Data is useful. 
Safety Phgro. - 23 Y Q L!* are needed; savings of 9. 
File Copy - 1 Y Q Only two are needed. 
Monthly E, 0. Bonner Yea To keep informed. 
V. D. O'Leary Yes To keep informed. 
J. Droubay Yes Data is useful. 
W. Smith Yes The data is used. 
File Copy Yes For record purposes. 
DEPT.: BUREAU OF SAFETY NUMBER FRIQUJNCT 
OF OF 
TITLE AKO D5SCRIPTI0W OF REPORT OR FORM PREPARED COPIES PREPAPATIOM SSJT TO: NE5D REASON FOR NEED 
5. SHL^T BOSSES INJURY RATINGS (inlurv fm- 55 Monthly H. K. Hannifan Y Q Annually is sufficient. 
quency rate for each shift boss—Butte E. 0, Eonner Yes To keep inforaed. 
nines only.) V. D. O'Leary Yes To keep infomed. 
?. Salentine Yes A safety check. 
J. Suttie Yes Report serves as a check. 
D. Griffin No 
J. Ballard Y Q Part of report is examined. 
R. Cox Yea It is a necessary check. 
R. Garrett Yes A safety check. 
E. Murphy Yes A safety check. 
0. Swendseid Yes A safety check. 
T. V.'igal Ho 
K. Crowley K'o 
J. Droubay Yes The data is useful. 
W. Sndth Yes Report has needed infonr^tion. 
Safety Bigra. - 37 Y Q 19 are needed; a savings of 18. 
File Copy - 3 Y Q Record and extras; two needed. 
6. SHOP SUPERVISORS' INJURY RATINGS (?ho in­ 56 Monthly M. K. Hannifan Y Q Annually is sufficient. 
jury frequency rate for each shop super­ E. 0. Bonner Yes To keep informed. 
visor—Butte shops and plants only.) V, D. O'Leary Yeg To keep informed. 
F. Salentine Yes A safety check. 
J. Suttie Y Q General information only. 
D. Griffin No 
F. Ralph Yes The data is examined. 
J. Driscoll - 4 Yea Report is a check. 
J. Ballard - 2 Y Q 1 copy is sufficient. 
R. Cox Ko 
R. Christensen - 12 Yes For safety data. 
R. Garrett Yes A safety check. 
E. Kurphy Yes A safety check. 
0. Swendseid Yes A safety check. 
J. Dennehy - 10 Y Q Only three are necessary. 
V/. Duffy Yes Report is a safety check. 
T. Wigal No 
DEPT.I BUREAU OF SAFETY NUMBER PHBJUSNCY 
OF OF 
TITLE AND DSSCRIPTIOM 0? REPORT OR FORM PREPARED COPIES PREPARATION si!rr TO J NEED REASON FOR K'EED 
5. SHIFT BOSSES INJURY RATIN'C-S (inlurv fre­ 55 Monthly M. K. Hannifan Y Q Annually is sufficient. 
quency rate for cach shift boss—Butte E. 0. Eonner Yes To keen informed. 
mines only.) V. D. O'Leary Yes To keep infon?.ed. 
F, Balentine Yes A safety check. 
J. Suttie Yes Report serves as a check. 
D. Griffin No 
J. Ballard Y Q Part of report is exasiined. 
R. Cox Yes It is a necessary check. 
R, Garrett Yes A safety check. 
E. iVurphy Yes A safety check. 
0. Swendseid Yes A safety check. 
T. Wisal No 
K. Crowley No 
J. Droubay Yes The data is useful. 
W. Smith Yes Report has needed infonnation. 
Safety Engrs, - 37 Y Q 19 are needed; a savings of 18. 
File Copy - 3 Y Q Record eind extras; two needed. 
6. SHOP SUPERVISORS' INJURY RATINGS (The in- 56 Monthly M. K. Hannifan Y Q Annually is sufficient. 
Jury frequency rate for each shop super­ E. 0. Bonner Yes To keep inforired. 
visor—Butte shops and plants only.) V. D. O'Leary Yes To keep inforr.ed. 
F. Balentine Yes A safety check. 
J. Suttie Y Q General infomation only. 
D. Griffin No 
F. Palph Yes The data is exa;nined. 
J. Driscoll - 4 Yes Report is a check. 
J. Ballard - 2 Y Q 1 copy is sufficient. 
R. Co.x Ho 
R. Christensen - 12 Yes For safety data. 
R. Garrett Yes A safety check. 
E. Murphy Yes A safety check. 
0. Swendseid Yes A safet;/ check. 
J. Dennehy - 10 Y Q Only three are necessary. 
V,'. Duffy Yes Report is a safety check. 
1 
t 
1 
1 
i 1 
T. Wigal No 
DEPT.t BUPTAU 0? SAFETY 
TITLE AND DFSCRIPTIÔ  OF RFPORT OR FORM PRFPAR5D 
NUMBER 
OF 
COPIF-S 
FREQU5NCT 
OF 
PREPARATION' 9OT TO: NEED REASON FOR NEED 
Continued: (Shop Supervisors' Injury Patlnga) J. Tobin - 2 No 
K. Crowley No 
J. Droubay Yes The data is useful. 
W, Smith Yes The data is used. 
Safety Ihgrs. - 8 Y Q 4 are needed; savings of !•. 
File Copy - 2 Yes Record and extra copy. 
7. VINTIUTION REPORT FOR UNDERGROUND MINES 5 Monthly V. D. O'Leary No 
(The dry and wet temperatures in each of J. Suttie Yes Useful data in reoort. 
the designated working places—Butte mines R. Cox Yes Necessary for effective operation 
only.) 0. Swendseid Yes A safety check. 
File Copy Yes Serves as a record. 
S. IM,,''JPJFS AND RATES PER 10,000 SHIFTS REPORT 5 As Needed V. D. O'Leary No 
(The nunber of injuries and rates per E. 0. Eonner Yes To keeo informed. 
10,000 shifts for: the month, to date, J. Droubay Yes Data is useful. 
and last year.) W. S.Tlth Yes The data is used. 
File Copy Yes This copy serves as a record. 
9, BRI!!CKE?.HOrF SAFETY AWARD REPORT (in.lury 35 Quarterly N. Y. & Other - 21 Y Q We assiame all 21 copies are used. 
frequency and severity ratings for each M. K. Hannifan Yeo To keep infonced. 
operation, as well as average ratings F. Day - 3 Yes Data is a check. 
for the previous five year period— T. Wigal Yes The data is frequently used. 
Smelting.) C. Holstrom - 2 No 
J. Droubay Yes Data is useful. 
V. Sr.iith Yes The data is used. 
File Copy - 5 Yes A record; 4 additional copies. 
10. DA.vjvge CONTROL SU^VJIRY AND CO^^PARISON (k 9 Quarterly F. Balentine Yes Data is very useful. 
breakdown for each type of vehicle, the E, Kurphy - 2 Yes Data is very useful. 
nur.ber of incidents and the resu' ̂ lu; R. Christensen - 2 Yes Data is very useful. 
dajiagc. The report also includes a sum­ J. Droubay Yes Data is useful. 
mary of each incident and states who is W. Smith Yes Useful on the job. 
to blame — Berkeley Pit.) Bulletin Brd.—Pit Yes To inform employees. 
File Copy—Pit Yes A record for future reference. 
DEPT.: BUREAU OF SAFETY 
TITLE AND DESCRIPTION OP REPORT OR FOFLM PREPARED 
11, WFH) SAFETY AWARD REPORT (injury frequency 
and severity ratings for each operation, 
aa well as average ratings for the pre­
vious five year period—ydning.) 
12. METAL MINING ACCIPraTAL INJURY REPORT (A 
breakdown of injuries by cause, and the 
injury frequency rates. This is really 
a Monthly Injury Report, except that it 
includes all Anaconda operation.) 
FREQiraiCT 
OF 
PREPAPJVTION SOTTO: NEED RSASOM FOR NEED 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
N. Y. & Other - 23 T Q Assume all 23 copies are needed. 
M. K. Hannifan Yes To keep informed. 
E. 0. Bonner Yes To keep informed. 
V. D. O'Leary Yes, A necessary check. 
J. Suttie Yes To keep in fomed. 
D. Griffin No 
0. Swendseid Yes Data is a check. 
R. Cox Yes General information. 
R. Garrett Yes Data is a check. 
J. Ballard No 
F. Murphy Yes For safety comparison. 
T. Wigal Yes Information is useful. 
J. Droubay Yes Data is useful. 
W, Smith Yes Data is used. 
File Copy - 9 Y Q Only four are needed. 
N. Y, & Others - 20 Y Q Assume all 20 copies are needed. 
K. K. Hannifan Yes To keen informed. 
E. 0, Bonner Yes To keep informed. 
V. D. O'Leary No 
F. Balentine Yes For safety comparison. 
J. Suttie Yes General information. 
0. Griffin No 
C. C. Goddard Yes General information. 
P. J. DuToit Yes General infoncation. 
R. D. Piper Yes For V. D. O'Leary's meeting. 
P. L. jMacDonald Yes General infonnation. 
M. E. McCanna Yes General Information. 
T. Wigal Yes Information is used. 
0. Swendseid Yes Data is a useful check. 
R. Cox Yes General information. 
R. Garrett Yes Data is a check. 
J. Eallard Yes Information is examined. 
E. !-hirphy Yes For safety comparison. 
J. Droubay Yes Data is useful. 
W. Smith Yes Data is used. 
File Copy - 6 Y Q Only four are needel. 
DEPT.: BURZAO OF SAFETY 
TITLS AND Dy^ORIPTIo^j QP RVPORT OR FORM PRS'AP.g) 
13. A-1 A.m'LAKCF: SFOTICE RFPORT (A resume of 
ambulance activity during the year giving: 
total nunber of asibulance calls, total num­
ber of lost-time injuries, total number of 
injuries, and average nu.T\ber of employees 
per month.) 
U. ANALYSTS OF ACCTD??.'TAL IMJUfllFS FOR THE YFAR 
RPPC'RT (This is an I.B.M. report which 
breaks injuries doivn as to: . years of ex­
perience that the injuried had, operation, 
location at operation, occupation of the 
injuried, hour of day that injuries occur­
red, part of body injuried, and cause of 
injury.) 
15. AK?roAL INJURY P.EPORT (Thio report has the 
sane breakdown as the Monthly Injury Report 
Report, ^1, except that it contains the 
yearly totals.) 
PllSJUKCY 
OF 
PREPAPATICT^ 
Annually 
Annually 
Annually 
SHT TO J NEED RSASOM FOR IJEED 
E. 0. Bonner Yes Report acta as a check. 
J. Droubay Yes Data is useful. 
File Copy - 2 Yes A record; and additional copies. 
New York - 2 Y Q Assame N.Y. needs this report. 
M. K. Hannifan Yes For general infornation. 
F. 0. Bonner Yes To keep informed. 
V. D. O'Leary '̂o 
F. Palentine Yes For safety analysis. 
J. Suttie Yes To keep infonned. 
D. Griffin iVO 
R. Cox Yes Data is useful. 
0. Swendseid Yes Data is useful. 
R. Garrett Yes Data is useful. 
J. Ballard Yes Report contains good infornation 
E. Murphy Yes L'seful safety data. 
F. Ralph Yes For general infornation. 
P. J. DuToit Yes Used in mining studies. 
J. Murphy Yes General Inforrztion. 
W. Williams N'o 
K. Cyr •Yes For report to M.Y. 
V. Smith Yes Report contains useful data. 
J. Droubay Yes Data is useful. 
Safety Ingrs. - 5 Yes Report contains useful data. 
File Copy - 4 Y Q A record; one copy needed. 
M. K. Hannifan - 2 Yes Data is useful. 
E. 0. Bonner Yes To keep informed. 
V. D. O'Leary r.'o 
D. Griffin Yes General information. 
J. Suttie Yes To keep informed. 
F. Balentine Yes A safety check. 
C. C. Goddard Yes General information. 
P. J. DuToit Yes Data is useful. 
DEPT.I BUREAU OF SAFFTY NUMBER FREQUSJCY 
07 0? 
TITLE A\'D DESCRIPTION OF REPORT OR FORM PREPARH) COPIES PREPAPJ^TIOM S5̂ 'T TO: NEED REASON FOR JTESD 
Continued: (Annual Injury Report) M. £. McCanna Yes Data is useful. 
F. Ralph Yes General inforrcation. 
R. D. Piper Yes For V. D. O'Leary's meeting. 
T. Wigal Yes Data is useful. 
1 J. Tobin No 
1 J. Kurphy Yes General information. 
K. Crowley r.'o 
J. DriscoU No 
W. V-'illiasis Yes To keep informed. 
J .  Ballard - 2 Y Q 1 needed: general informtipn onl; 
R. Cox Yes Data is useful. 
R. Christensen Yes Only Berkelej' data is examined. 
R. Garrett Yes A safety check.. 
J. Dennehy Yes A safety check. 
E. Murphy Yes A safety check. 
B. T. McDonald Yes A safety check. 
1 
t 0. Svendseid Yes A safety check. 
W. Duffy Yes Report is a safety check. 
R. Vine Yes For comparative purposes. 
W. Smith Yes Data is useful. 
J. Droubay Yes Data is useful. 
Safety Fngra. - 19 Y Q Only four needed. 
File Copy - 5 Yes A record ; only two needed. 
16. RESUME OF ACTIVITIES OF THE DIRECTOR OF SAFETY 32 Annually N. Y. & Other - 23 Y Q Assume all 23 copies are needed. 
(a suTuT.ary of the activltiea of the M. K. Kannifan Yes For general information 
director of safety.) C. K. Holstrom - 2 No 
W. Roberts Yes To keen informed. 
F. Day Yes To keen inforned. 
E. 0. Bonner Yes To keep informed. 
W. S-uith Yes To keep informed. 
File Copy - 2 Yes A record; & 1 extra if needed. 
DEPT.; WWEV] OF SAFETY 
TITLE A»JD DESCRIPTION OF REPORT OR FORM PREPARED 
NUMBER 
OF 
C0PIF3 
PREQUa'CT 
OF 
PREPAPATIOM SENT TOt NEH) REASON FOR NEED 
17. SPECIAL REPORT—LOST TIME INJURY PJ^TES FOR 
1 
5 ' Annually E. 0. Bonner Yea To keep informed. 
EUTTE yiMES (A letter to E. 0. Eor.ncr vdth • V. D. O'Leary Yes Data is useful. 
the following infonr.ation; injury class­ J. Droubay Yes Data is useful. 
ification, number of injuries, rate per W. Smith Yes Data ia useful. 
10,CXI>0 shifts, and a five year comparison.) File Copy Yes Serves as a record. 
18. SV'.-yARY OF FIRST AID TRAir^ING (A breakdown 45 Annually H. K. Hannifan Yes For general information. 
for each Butte location giving the number E. 0. Bonner Tes To keep informed. 
of men attending: new training course, V. 0. O'Leary Yes To keep informed. 
refresher course, and the grand total.) F. Balentine Yes A safety check. 
J. Suttie Yea Data is a check. 
D. Griffin KG 
E. Murphy - 2 Yes A safety check. 
R. Christenaen Yes Data is useful. 
R. Cox Y Q Nanes needed on this report. 
0. Swendseid Yes A safety check. 
R. Garrett Yes A safety check. 
J. Eallard - 3 Y Q IVo are needed. 
J. DriscoU Yes To keep informed. 
V. Duffy Yes A safety check. 
F. Ralph Yes General Infonr^tion. 
J. Dennehy "o 
3. T. McDonald Yes Data is a safety check. 
M. E. McCanna Mo 
F. Laird No 
T. Wigal Yea Data is useful. 
R. D. Piper Yes Data is a check. 
P. J. DuToit Yea To keep informed. 
C. C. C-oddard Yes To keep informed. 
Safety Engrs. - 5 Yes Data ia useful. 
W. Sinith Yes Data is useful. 
J, Droubay Yes ,Data is useful. 
i 
File Copy - 12 Y Q Need 4 savings of 8. 
DEPT.: BUREAU 0? Sl^FWI 
TITLE AN'D DESCRIPTION OF REPORT OR FORM PR5PARM) 
NUMBER FRIQUINCT 
OF OF 
COPIF^ PREPAPj'.TIOM S5NT TO! NEED REASON ?0H NEED 
19. S'J?.?-:ARY OF HGJ<FR TRAINING (This report 
lists for each location—Butte; the name 
of each man who took helmet training; his 
car niiTiber, occupation, address, and phone 
number.) 
I 
OS 
-P-
I 
18 Annually xM. K. Hannifan Yes General irformation. 
E. 0. Bonner Yes To keep infonred. 
V. D. O'Leary Yes To keep informed. 
F. Balentine Mo 
J. Suttie Yes General information. 
D. Griffin Yes A safety check. 
R. Cox Yes Useful information. 
0. Swendseid Yes A safety check. 
R. Garrett Yes A safety check. 
J. Ballard Yes Data is useful. 
F. Ralph Yes A safety check. 
E. Kurphy No 
Safety Ihgrs. - 4 Yes Data is useful. 
File Copy - 2 Yes A record and additional copy 
APPENDIX III 
HIIIE MAWAGE^ffiNT OFHCE (J. Sg.ttie) 
TITLE OF REPORT OR FOR.M RECEIVED PUCE OF PREPARATION 
FREQUMCY 
RECEI\'ED NEH) 
1. Water Furnished and Hydrant Rent Butte Water Ccmpany Monthly Yes 
2. 
3. 
Cages Due for Remo^-al Report 
Cenent Plant Report 
Plant Engineering Department 
n n (1 
Mcffithly 
Annually 
Yes 
Yes 
1 OS 
r 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Status of Development in the Butte Mines 
Grade Analysis 
Samplers' V'aekly Report 
Stope and Developnent Analysis 
Geological Department 
n n 
" " (Sampling) 
n r» ^ n j 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
3. Assay Report of Mine V/aters Geological Department (Kelley Assay) Daily Yes 
9. Capital Expenditure Request 
10. Contract Ouija Sheet 
11. Contract Ouija Suimary 
12. Development Cost Record 
13» Grade Analysis Report 
14. Grievance Ccnaittee Meeting Report 
15. Overtime Analysis Report 
16. Recap of Labor, Supplies and VJorking 
Place Results 
17. Statistical Report 
18. Stope Cost Record 
19. Under Days Pay Report 
Butte Vein Mines 
If 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
tf n 
n n 
n B 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
;i 
n 
n 
H 
As Needed 
V/eekly 
V/eekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Tes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
MDI5 HA!IAGS-IENT OFFICE (J. Suttle) 
TITLE OF REPORT OR F0R.M RECEIVED PUCE OF PREPARATION 
FRKJUEIGY 
RECEIVED NEED 
20. V.'orkplaca Contract Sinrjnary Butte Vein Mines Weekly Yes 
21. Contract Suj-r^ary Report n n n Weekly Yes 
22. leach Projects Progress Report n n Monthly Yea 
23. Variance of Costs Report n n tt Monthly Yes 
24. Daily Eaployment Figures Personnel Departnent (Snployment) Daily Yes 
25. Hourly Activity Report It ( " ) Monthly Yes 
26. Distribution of V'arehouse Suspense n  ( " ) Monthly Yes 
27. Monthly Injury Report Bureau of Safety Monthly Yes 
28. Electrical &: Fire Hazards Report n n It Monthly Yes 
29. Assistant Foreman's Injury Ratings n n r Monthly Yes 
30. Shift Bosses Injury Ratings If n ft Monthly Yes 
31. Shop Supervisors' Injury Ratings i« II ti Monthly Y Q 
32, Ventilation Report for Underground Mines II tt Monthly Yes 
33. V'eed Safety Av;ard Report n n n Quarterly Yes 
34. Metal J lining Accidental Injury Report M r t  II Quarterly Yes 
35. Analysis of Accidental Injuries for the n n n  Annually Yes 
lear Report 1 
36.  Annual Inj'iry Report it n n Annually Yea 
37. Special Report — Lost Time Injury Rates n n n Annually Yes 
for Butte Mines 
33. Sur:xary of First Aid Training n n ti Annually Yes 
39. Sumiary of Kelraet Training H n n Annually Yes 
40. Progress Report Kelley Pisnping Station Weekly ' Yes 
41. Central Slrne Filling Report ! " II n Monthly Yes 
MIKE MAfJAGE'ffiTJT OFFICE (J. Suttle) 
FRIQUEUCY 
TITLE OF REPORT OR FOR.M RECEIVED PLACE OF PREPARATION RECEIVED NEED 
li2. Contract Changes Mining Enginearing Department Weekly Yes 
43. Contract Statistical Report n B n Weekly Yes 
4A. V/eekly Advance P.eport 
It n n V/eekly Yes 
45. Grade Report 
n n It Monthly Yes 
46. Contract Statistics n n n Annually Yes 
47. Daily Hoist Report Mine Management Office Daily Yes 
43, Six Month Production Estimate for Copper, !» n n Monthly Yes 
Zinc and Total Montana Operations 
Yes 49. Stope Cost Record Report 
n n n Monthly 
50. Occupation Report Acct, Office - Hofitana Operations Weekly Y Q 
51. Distribution of V,Warehouse Suspense 
n It ^ ti ti Monthly Yes 
52. Statement of Construction and Appropria­
n ti n II fbnthly Yes 
tions 
• 
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